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Previous Next Dedicated help others find this answer and click Take as a Decision. If you appreciate my answer, maybe give me how. Music is a language that does not speak in specific words. It speaks in emotions, and if it's in the bones, it's in the bones. - Keith Richards View solution in original post «
Previous Next » Highlighted Highlighted Highlighted Highlighted Highlighted Highlighted Highlighted Highlighted « Previous Next » 09-02-2017, 05:15 AM #1 Captain Drives: F31 BMW 335i Join Date: Apr 2015 Location: North East Android Spotify integration I have an android phone, and i will not be
changing to Apple any time soon. So, with the lack of Android support from BMW/Spotify the only way to get full Spotify integration is to go Apple. The solution for me was to buy an old iPhone 4s from eBay for 29 pounds (inc postage), and leave it plugged into the machine permanently. The phone
doesn't have a sim in it so I rely on the iPhone to download the latest songs I added to spotify when the car is parked up outside the house, as it can get Wifi out there. I have no idea if he will do it if not I can just set it away and leave it when I've added new songs. So far it seems to work pretty well, and
has the added benefit of not pluging the phone in the everytime I get in the car. Attached Images - F31 2015 BMW 335i - Guide 09-02-2017, 06:30 AM #2 Private Drives: 335d Joining Date: February 2017 Location: London Great Thinking Outside the Box. My LCI F30 automatically streams Spotify from
my Android via Bluetooth, but it could be that only new software allows you to do so. 09-02-2017, 06:40 AM #3 Private First Class drives: F30 335D M Sport Join Date: June 2017 Location: Nottingham I just use Deezer, works great. 09-02-2017, 08:01 AM #4 Captain Drives: F31 BMW 335i Joining Date:
April 2015 Location: Northeast da Mine can steam via Bluetooth, but it gives you full control through Idrive playlists, gives you album art, etc. 09-02-2017, 08:19 AM #5 Private discs: 335d Join Date: February 2017 Location: London Citation: Originally published skipraider yes my can steam via Bluetooth,
but it gives you full control through Idrive playlists, gives you an album of art, etc. 09-02-2017, 08:51 AM #6 Captain Discs: i3s Join Date: May 2012 Location: UK Android with spotify now runs on the latest idrive 5/6 just like the iPhone. It's a faff to set up, but functioning. 09-02-2017, 10:57 AM #7 Colonel
Discs: 440i GC MPPSK Accession Date: 2008 Location: Stamford Yep I do the same with an old iPod bought from eBay. Current: F36 440i Grand Coupe, MSport, ACC, HUD, Sunroof, MPPSK Previous: 2014 330d sedan F30, F30, Audi S4 Avant, 2011 Mercedes C350 09-02-2017, 11:42 AM #8 Banned
Drives: 2016 330d F31 Touring Join Date: May 2013 Location: England, UK Citation: Originally published wibbles android with spotify now running over the latest idrive 5/6 just like iPhone. It's a faff to set up, but functioning. As above! 11-12-2017, 04:42 AM #9 Captain Drives: F31 330d Joining Date: July
2013 Location: Lancashire Apologies for bumping old stream... I'm looking at getting a new oneplus 5t, but don't want to lose the Spotify functionality of my iPhone. Downloading songs on an old iPhone would work fine, but I was hoping to have an internet connection to stream too. How does it seem less
it would be for an old iPhone to connect to a new Android phone through tethering? Also, suppose any old iPhone would do? Four years? 11-12-2017, 05:33 AM #10 First Lieutenant drives: 340i Join Date: April 2016 Location: Yorkshire Quote: Originally published Siross Apology for bumping into old
thread... I'm looking at getting a new oneplus 5t, but don't want to lose the Spotify functionality of my iPhone. Downloading songs on an old iPhone would work fine, but I was hoping to have an internet connection to stream too. How does it seem less it would be for an old iPhone to connect to a new
Android phone through tethering? Also, suppose any old iPhone would do? Four years? If you have an ID5 or ID6, then it seems that there is some form of spotify integration at the moment. With my S7 Edge and connected app I can control spotify on my phone using iDrive. Although at the moment it is a
bit of a buggy and may be prone to crash without warning! 11-15-2017, 07:34 AM #11 Main Drives: BMW Joining Date: Sep 2010 Location: UK, Staffordshire Kyuuseishu Do you have EBT? I think myabe may miss a piece of the puzzle, however I can't get it to work with my S7 either via BT or USB 11-152017, 03:18 PM #12 First Lieutenant drives: 340i Date joining: April 2016: Location: Location: Originally published by Dizzle Kyuuseishu Do you have EBT? I think myabe may miss a piece of the puzzle, however I can't get it to work with my S7 either through BT or USB I don't have EBT, I just plugged an
app installed on my phone with apps enabled for phone ID. Spotify was already installed on the phone and I just noticed that it was an option in the media and in the connected drive menu. 11-16-2017, 10:20 am #13 Major Drives: BMW Join Date: Sep 2010 Location: UK, Staffordshire Madness! I have
the ConnectDrvie app set on my S7, with Spotify and when connected to USB I don't see the Spotify option should you specify anything? USB mode, MTP, for example? I have '13 335Dx BTW. You may have to pay the kidnapper a visit, perhaps. Disappointing that it doesn't work, I've seen YT vids
people just plug in iphones and it works but but what I read it was a problem with Samsungs, Androids .... I connect USB, go to ConnectDrive, Help apps, seesm to sync connectDrive app and calendar..... That's it. 11-16-2017, 11:52 AM #14 First Lieutenant drives: 340i Join Date: April 2016 Location:
Yorkshire Quote: Originally published by Dizzle Madness! I have the ConnectDrvie app set on my S7, with Spotify and when connected to USB I don't see the Spotify option should you specify anything? USB mode like MTP, for example? I have '13 335Dx BTW. You may have to pay the kidnapper a visit,
perhaps. Disappointing that it didn't work, I saw YT vids people just plug in iPhones and it works, but from what I read it was a problem with Samsungs, Androids.... I connect USB, go to ConnectDrive, Help apps, seesm to sync connectDrive app and calendar..... That's it. I do it all over BT with mine, I
have 2016 340i. What version of iDrive do you have? If you don't have an ID5 or above it won't work as far as I know. 2013 335D most likely has AN4? 11-16-2017, 03:11 PM #15 Recruited Disc members: 330i Lux 2016 Joining Date: August 2017 Location: NE Citation: Originally published Kyuuseishu I
have no EBT, I just connected the app installed on my phone with apps enabled for phone ID. Spotify was already installed on the phone and I just noticed that it was an option in the media and in the connected drive menu. Can you confirm the name of the app, please I would yo give this a go, but there's
a few listed on Google's site with similar titles. Cheers 11-16-2017, 03:19 PM #16 First Lieutenant drives: 340i Join Date: April 2016 Location: Yorkshire Quote: Originally published by Mike330iLux Can you confirm the name of the app, please I'd like to yo give this go, but there's a few listed on Google's
website with similar titles. Cheers is a BMW Connected, it has a blue icon, currently estimated at 2.3 . Hope this helps since I know that the old connected app has been discontinued. If you are looking for a bmw connected app this is the first result. I will say that it is still unstable, my app falls quite often
at the moment and I have no idea about the reason. 11-16-2017, 03:57 PM #17 Recruited Member Drives: 330i Lux 2016 Joining Date: August 2017 Location: NE Citation: Originally published by Kyuuseishu This is BMW Connected, it has a blue badge, currently rated 2.3 . Hope this helps since I know
that the old connected app has been discontinued. If you are looking for a bmw connected app this is the first result. I will say that it is still unstable, my application falls quite often on this given and I have no idea of the reason. Very appreciated. 11-18-2017, 02:30 pm #19 Private First Class discs: BMW
Joining Date: January 2012 Location: .. UPD05074 has been out for a year, I hope they will release a new one to fix idrive and smear accidental crashes when connecting to a certain Bluetooth Bluetooth
11-19-2017, 05:42 AM #20 Brigadier General Discs: 340i Joining Date: January 2016 Location:
Uk I do the same and use the old iPhone for mlaptimer and music. Apple and bmw clearly have an agreement not to support Android, which is a disgrace and the most annoying.
11-19-2017, 07:48 #21 First Lieutenant drives: 530d stuck in :) Join the date: Sep 2016 Location: UK Hooray, it ends up
running My Schoolboy Bug not realizing that there is a new connected app, just binned old and installed a new one, and I'm much happier but why keep 2 apps with the same name and similar functionality?
11-19-2017, 01:30 PM #22 Recruited Disc Members: 330i Lux 2016 Joining Date: August 2017
Location: NE Citation: Originally published by Steces Hurrah, it ended up running My Schoolboy's Bug not realizing that there was a new connected app, just binned the old and installed new one, and I'm much happier, but why keep 2 apps with the same name and similar functionality? Can't get mine to
fully integrate with Android, just as if I didn't have an app for some reason, advance the song, come back song and shows the artist and track, that's all! Any advice? I've just put on an app. On.
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